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Abstract
Managing large volumes of digital documents along with the information they contain, or are
associated with, can be challenging. As systems become more intelligent, it increasingly makes sense
to power retrieval through all available data, where every lead makes it easier to reach relevant
documents or entities. Modern search is heavily powered by structured knowledge, but users
still query using keywords or, at the very best, telegraphic natural language. As search becomes
increasingly dependent on the integration of text and knowledge, novel approaches for a unified
representation of combined data present the opportunity to unlock new ranking strategies. We
tackle entity-oriented search using graph-based approaches for representation and retrieval. In
particular, we propose the graph-of-entity, a novel approach for indexing combined data, where
terms, entities and their relations are jointly represented. We compare the graph-of-entity with the
graph-of-word, a text-only model, verifying that, overall, it does not yet achieve a better performance,
despite obtaining a higher precision. Our assessment was based on a small subset of the INEX 2009
Wikipedia Collection, created from a sample of 10 topics and respectively judged documents. The
offline evaluation we do here is complementary to its counterpart from TREC 2017 OpenSearch
track, where, during our participation, we had assessed graph-of-entity in an online setting, through
team-draft interleaving.
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1 Introduction
As the production of digital documents continues to increase, the answers we are looking
for become harder to reach, particularly when relying only on identifiers and linked data to
directly reach relevant content. Moreover, using a structured query language is frequently
inappropriate for a regular user, who prefers natural language to express their information
needs [30]. Full-text search is often the answer, but it inherently discards structure, which is
extremely valuable to increase precision. In this work, we attempt to integrate unstructured
text and structured knowledge in order to improve retrieval effectiveness in entity-oriented
search tasks.
Search has evolved from keyword-based matching. Over time, it has grown increasingly
dependent on semantic matching, largely supported on natural language understanding
techniques. The need to integrate unstructured text and structured knowledge has substan-
tially increased. In fact, one of the biggest challenges in semantic search is dealing with
heterogeneity [15], in particular on the web, where a potentially unlimited number of topics
exist. We tackle the problem of heterogeneity in entity-oriented search by proposing a unified
graph-based model for terms and entities, where relations are seen as leads to be followed in
the investigation of a given information need.
The more accurately a user’s information need is identified through query understanding,
and the better the information within a document is understood, the more likely the query
will be matched with relevant documents or entities mentioned in those documents. This
frequently results in improved retrieval effectiveness and, therefore, increased user satisfaction.
What about when there is ambiguity? Can we always use entity linking to segment and
semantically tag a query, discarding all other segmentations, even those which are equally
likely? What if we were unable to provide an adequate answer to the user, even though the
information he/she sought was available in the indexed corpus?
In the graph-of-entity, we integrate query entity linking into the ranking process, that
is, a given entity in the graph is more relevant if it was reached from a nearby seed node
(usually another entity) whose probability of being a good representation of the query is high
(i.e., it has a high confidence weight). This probability models the certainty degree of the
query entity linking process.
Listing 1 SPARQL query for the shortest
path between “Axel A. Weber” and “Solingen”
in DBpedia.
PREFIX : <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
SELECT DISTINCT ?s ?o1 ?t
WHERE {
VALUES ?s { :Axel_A._Weber }
VALUES ?t { :Solingen }
?s [] ?o1 .
?o1 [] ?t
}
Listing 2 SPARQL query for the shortest
path between “Axel Weber (athlete)” and “Solin-
gen” in DBpedia.
PREFIX : <http://dbpedia.org/resource/>
SELECT DISTINCT ?s ?o1 ?o2 ?o3 ?o4 ?o5 ?t
WHERE {
VALUES ?s { :Axel_Weber_(athlete) }
VALUES ?t { :Solingen }
?s [] ?o1 .
?o1 [] ?o2 .
?o2 [] ?o3 .
?o3 [] ?o4 .
?o4 [] ?o5 .
?o5 [] ?t
}
For example, let us assume the ambiguous mention to “Axel Weber”, who, according to
Wikipedia, can either be the athlete or the economist. Let us now assume that the query also
mentions “Solingen”, which is the birthplace of “Jens Weidmann”, the successor of “Axel A.
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Weber”, the economist. Now, the probability of “Axel Weber” referring to the economist
increases, but there might also be a longer path connecting “Axel Weber”, the athlete, to
“Solingen”. We can easily check this using DBpedia’s SPARQL endpoint, by manually testing
increasingly longer paths between both “Axel Weber” individuals and “Solingen”. Listing 1
shows the SPARQL query for the shortest path between “Axel A. Weber” and “Solingen”,
which are only linked by one other entity, “Jens Weidmann” – this is consistent with what
we have already described. Listing 2 shows the SPARQL query for the shortest path between
“Axel Weber (athlete)” and “Solingen”, which are linked by five other entities, through two
distinct paths – no shorter path would link the two entities. While the query [ axel weber
solingen ] is more likely to refer to “Axel Weber”, the economist, there might still be a niche
where users could be searching for “Axel Weber”, the athlete, investigating whether there is
a relation between the person and the location.
This type of unified approach is more prepared to take advantage of available information,
discarding no lead, in order to provide the freedom to search for all matching items. We
might say that word or entity disambiguation would happen “organically” during the process
of ranking. The hypothesis is that this might improve effectiveness for search queries in the
long tail [4], in particular by increasing recall without decreasing precision.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we do a literature
review about graph-based entity-oriented search, by separately covering entity-oriented search
approaches and then graph-based search approaches, closing with a discussion on common
ground. In Section 3, we introduce the concept of combined data and present the INEX
2009 Wikipedia Collection. In Section 4, we introduce the technological framework we used,
as well as toy example, that we use to describe our implementation of graph-of-word, an
existing graph-based representation and retrieval model, as well as our own novel model for
combined data, the graph-of-entity. In Section 5, we describe the evaluation approach used
to compare the graph-of-word and the graph-of-entity, based on a small subset of the INEX
collection. Finally, in Section 6, we present our final remarks and conclusions.
2 Graph-based entity-oriented search
About 80% of queries contain at least one entity [3] and, on average, there are 1.6 entities per
sentence (based on the CoNLL 2003 English training set [26]), which makes entity-oriented
search a relevant problem within information retrieval. There have been multiple approaches
to entity-oriented search where graphs have been used, in particular as a way of representing
knowledge bases. A well-known example is Google, who, in 2012, created Knowledge
Graph [28], partially powered by Freebase [8], to improve their search engine. In the last
few years, there has been work in graph-based approaches for information retrieval [7, 25],
and also a growing need for unified models [13, 33, 32]. While many solutions focus on
the integration of signals obtained from text represented in an inverted index with signals
obtained from external knowledge bases like Wikipedia [2], there have been fewer attempts
at modeling text and knowledge in an unified manner, as a single data structure. In this
section, we approach the literature about graph-based entity-oriented search by covering two
main aspects: entity-oriented search and graph-based search.
Entity-oriented search. Entity-oriented search is a type of semantic search that takes
keyword or [telegraphic] natural language queries as input and returns the results that best
match the query. Results might include metadata about a particular entity (e.g., an infobox),
a list of entities represented by a small subset of relevant metadata (e.g., photo and name), a
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direct answer to the user’s question, and the traditional documents (e.g., web pages), usually
accompanied by a summary. Notable approaches to entity-oriented search include virtual
documents [3, 24], learning to rank [20, 31, 10, 9] and the integration of an inverted index
and a triplestore [5].
Bautin and Skiena [3] tackled the problem of entity search based on virtual documents
called concordances. Each concordance, representing an entity in an inverted index, contained
all the sentences mentioning that particular entity in the corpus. The approach does not
take advantage of external knowledge and it does not extract information (structured data)
from the indexed corpus, both of which could be used to improve performance. The authors
claim to be the first in literature implementation of an entity search engine. Thus, it is
also natural that they used their own evaluation approach, based on the juxtaposition score,
instead of available test collections. This makes it difficult to position their work in regards
to the state of the art.
Chen et al. [9] presented an empirical study of several learning to rank approaches over
common benchmarks, such as the Entity Search Track from SemSearch. The RankSVM [19]
model is shown to be the overall best solution and, in particular for SemSearch ES, it achieves
the best MAP@100, P@10, P@20 and NDCG@20, when compared with four other models
(SDM-CA, MLM-CA, FSDM and Coordinate Accent [34]). Another interesting conclusion
presented by the authors is that the correct identification of query types (e.g., keyword
queries, long natural language question queries) is important to increase the effectiveness
of learned models, in order to boost particular entity fields. Nevertheless, the goal of the
graph-of-entity, which we present here, is to make such steps inherently part of the ranking
process. The intuition is that the query type is implicitly represented by the structural
position of the nodes that best represent the query in a graph. Similarly, instead of query
entity linking, we might use the graph to take into account the probability that a given entity
is linked to a part of the query, in order to better rank results.
Graph-based search. In graph-based search, particularly over text corpora, discourse
properties can be captured using a graph, either per document or for the whole collection. Such
graphs can represent relations between words [6, 7, 25], passages [12], or documents [23, 18],
modeling similarities [12], dependencies [25], or even temporal [17] or spatial [22] dimensions.
Blanco and Lioma [6] proposed a method for term weighting based on random walks over
a graph of terms, where each term was linked to other terms co-occurring in a window of size
n. Similarly to PageRank [23], the weight of a term modeled the probability of jumping from
that vertex to another random vertex in the undirected unweighted graph. They were able
to obtain a performance comparable to TF-IDF and even outperform it for large window
sizes, capturing relations between terms within a distance of 6 to 30.
Rousseau and Vazirgiannis [25] expanded on the work by Blanco and Lioma, presenting an
alternative but similar approach for graph-based term weighting. They proposed a directed
unweighted graph, the graph-of-word, that similarly captured relations between terms within
a window of size n, but this time the target terms were required to follow the source terms
instead of simply co-occurring within the window. The authors also used the indegree
of the vertex instead of random walks to assign a weight to each term. Their approach
significantly outperformed BM25 and, in some cases, even BM25+ [21], a lower-bounded
version of BM25. Besides achieving a better performance, another reason to use their
graph-based approach is that it does not require any parameter tuning or lower-bounding
normalization. The graph-of-word only requires a parameter n for the window size, during
indexing, which can be semantically set, since it simply captures a larger context as it grows,
at the expense of efficiency.
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Figure 1 Extended document definition for combined data. Example from INEX 2009 Wikipedia
Collection, for the XML representing the Wikipedia article about “North Lincolnshire”.
Two aspects combined. From the surveyed literature, we can make two assumptions about
entity-oriented search. First, structured data from knowledge bases, which are inherently
representable as graphs, is a fundamental part of the semantic search process. Therefore,
knowledge bases must somehow be integrated into the existing frameworks, which are mostly
supported by inverted files. Many approaches exist to integrate signals from text and
knowledge, but fewer common representation models have been proposed so far. Secondly,
graphs have consistently been used to improve text retrieval, even outperforming weighting
schemes such as BM25. Graphs can thus be used to represent text and are also frequently
used to represent knowledge. It is definitely of value to study how to combine these types
of graphs, in order to take advantage of the information locked within unstructured data
through the integration of structured data – the knowledge base augments the text, through
entities and their relations, and the text augments the knowledge base, providing leads to
new information, seamlessly and through a common model (all are nodes in a graph).
What we propose is that the representation model for text and knowledge should be
shared, using a graph data structure to capture discourse properties from text, relations
between entities from knowledge bases, and term–entity associations based, at the very
least, on potentially obvious relations between terms and entities (e.g., through substring
matching). The ideal graph-based representation should: (i) capture information complexity,
while avoiding redundancy; (ii) facilitate the cross-reference of information from distinct
individual sources; (iii) propose a clear representation for combined data (text + knowledge)
[2, Definition 2.3] that is easily extensible to other types of media. The open research question
is whether or not such a combined data model will, through the unlocking of innovative
weighting schemes, improve retrieval effectiveness. In this paper, we propose and evaluate a
baseline model, the graph-of-entity, which defines a graph-based representation for combined
data, as well as a graph-based weighting scheme that can be used for entity ranking. We
compare the graph-of-entity with an implementation of the graph-of-word, in order to position
our baseline model within the state of the art.
3 INEX 2009 Wikipedia Collection
In order to assess effectiveness, we take advantage of the INEX 2009 Wikipedia Collection [27],
which includes semi-structured data from Wikipedia. The INEX 2009 Wikipedia Collection
is an XML collection of Wikipedia articles, which have been annotated with over 5,800 entity
classes from the YAGO [29] ontology. It contains over 2.6 million articles and requires 50.7
GB of disk space for storage, when uncompressed. The INEX Ad Hoc Track [16, 1] also
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provides 115 topics from the 2009 occurrence, with 50,725 individual relevance judgments,
and 107 topics from the 2010 occurrence, with 39,031 individual relevance judgments. Each
individual relevance judgment contains the query identifier, the document identifier, the
number of relevant characters, the offset of the best entry point (usually the first relevant
passage) and offset–length pairs for the relevant passages.
As we built the graph-of-entity for all the collection, each document was represented by
an entity node (i.e., the type attribute was set to entity), containing three main attributes:
doc_id, name and url. XPath was used to extract relevant attributes. The doc_id was given
by //header/id/text(), the name attribute was given by //header/title/text(), and
the url attribute was built from the entity’s Wikipedia page, based on http://en.wiki-
pedia.org/?curid=<doc_id>. Textual content was extracted from //bdy/descendant-
or-self::*[not(ancestor-or-self::template) and not(self::caption)]/text(). It
was then tokenized, storing, for each token, a term node (i.e., the type attribute was set to
term), and creating edges, with a doc_id attribute, between pairs of adjacent terms. For each
document, links were extracted from the value given by //link/@xlink:href and then an
entity node was created for each link, with an edge labeled related_to, linking the entities
from the source and target documents. Further details of the representation model, including
the creation of edges between term and entity nodes, will be given in Section 4.2.
Figure 1 illustrates the extracted elements from each XML document, forming what
we designate as an extended document for combined data. A regular document usually
contains multiple text fields (e.g., title, content, etc.), which corresponds to the textual block
in the extended document. However, we also include a knowledge block, in the form of
triples, that are usually available as structured data in the original document. For the INEX
collection, the knowledge block can be directly extracted from the XML (we used links to
other documents, in order to implicitly build the triples), but in other collections this could
be obtained as the result of an information extraction pipeline. There is no restriction about
the source of the knowledge block, except that it should represent a set of triples related to
the document. For example, the triples might represent co-occurring entities in a sentence
or paragraph, or statements obtained from a dependency parser, or they could represent
external knowledge about identified entities, from an external knowledge base.
In order to evaluate retrieval over the graph-of-entity, we use the title of each topic
as a search query. This is given by //topic/title/text() of the 2010-topics.xml file.
We then assess effectiveness based on whether or not retrieved documents contain relevant
passages, according to the provided relevance judgments (inex2010.qrels). The evaluation
process will be further detailed in Section 5.
Smaller subset: INEX 2009 10T-NL. Due to the inability of efficiently indexing the
complete INEX 2009 Wikipedia Collection with our graph-based implementations, which
were supported by a graph database, we were forced to lower the scale to a smaller subset
of the INEX 2009 collection. Accordingly, we prepared a sampling method, based on the
topics used for relevance assessment in the INEX 2010 Ad Hoc Track. In order to create
the subset, we first selected 10 topics, uniformly at random, from a total of 52 topics with
available relevance judgements (out of the 107 topics for 2010). Then, we filtered the
relevance judgments, keeping only those regarding the selected topics. Finally, we filtered
out documents that were not mentioned in the relevance judgments from each of the four
archives (pages25.tar.bz2, pages26.tar.bz2, pages27.tar.bz2 and pages28.tar.bz2).
Our sampling method also provided an option to include all documents linked from the
selected documents directly mentioned in the relevance judgments. However, this would
result in a much larger dataset than the version without linked documents, defeating the
purpose of lowering the scale.
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(a) Graph-of-word (document-based graph; text-
only). Nodes represent terms. Query term nodes
are identified by a thicker border.
(b) Graph-of-entity (collection-based graph;
text+knowledge). Pink nodes represent terms
and green nodes represent entities. A seed node
for the given query is displayed in white. Query
term nodes are identified by a thicker border.
Figure 2 Graph-based representations for the first sentence of Wikipedia’s “Semantic Search”.
From this moment on, any mention to INEX 2009 data refers to the subset that we
created and identify as 10T-NL (10 Topics; No Links). This is the dataset that we use in
the evaluation process and, while only 10 topics were selected, the subset contains 7,487
documents and 7,504 individual relevance judgments.
4 Representation and retrieval
In our experimental workbench, we implemented the graph-based models using a graph
database per index (Neo4j1) and the ranking functions using the Gremlin DSL2. The goal
of this work was to propose a graph-based representation for combined data (text and
knowledge), while using the graph-of-word as a text-only baseline. Figure 2 illustrates the
graph-of-word and graph-of-entity models, described in the following sections, based on the
first sentence of the Wikipedia article for “Semantic Search” (i.e., our example collection
consists of only one document with a single sentence):
“Semantic search seeks to improve search accuracy by understanding the searcher’s
intent and the contextual meaning of terms as they appear in the searchable dataspace,
whether on the Web or within a closed system, to generate more relevant results.”
4.1 Graph-of-word
The graph-of-word [25] is a document-based graph [7], where each node represents a term and
each edge links to the following terms within a window of size n. The graph is unweighted, but
directed, defying the term independence assumption of the bag-of-words approach. Figure 2a
1 https://neo4j.com/
2 Apache Gremlin is a domain-specific language for graph querying. More information at https://
tinkerpop.apache.org/gremlin.html.
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shows a graph-of-word instance for the first sentence of the Wikipedia article on “Semantic
Search”, using a window size of n = 3. The graph-of-word is thus able to capture the context
of each term within a particular document.
In the original graph-of-word implementation, the term weight (TW) metric was pre-
computed based on the indegree of each term node and stored in the inverted index to be
used in place of the term frequency (TF). In our implementation, however, this was done
in real time by filtering over the union of all document-based graphs and selecting a given
subgraph based on a doc_id attribute stored in the edge. This is a less efficient solution, but
it simplified the process of exploring and developing the novel graph-of-entity model, based
on the graph-of-word, by defining a common representation framework. Additionally, the
focus of our experiment was retrieval effectiveness; we were not particularly concerned with
index efficiency.
Equation 1 shows the ranking function used for retrieval over the graph-of-word [25,
Equation 7].
TW -IDF(t, d) = tw(t, d)
1− b+ b× |d|avdl
× logN + 1
df(t) (1)
The formula was derived from the TF-IDF approach as defined by Lv and Zhai [21], replacing
the tf(t, d) function by the tw(t, d) given by the node indegree of term t, for document d, on
the graph-of-word. For example, in Figure 2a, we assume the query [ web search system ]
and find that the largest term weight, tw(t, d) = 3, was assigned to “search”, while “web”
and “system” were tied in second place with tw(t, d) = 2. The parameter b was fixed at
0.003, since, according to the authors [25], it consistently produced good results across
various collections, with |d| representing the length of document d, avdl the average length
of all documents in the corpus, N the number of documents in the corpus, and df(t) the
document frequency of term t in the corpus. In our implementation, both |d| and avdl were
approximated by the number of edges within the respective document-based graph, since we
did all computations directly based on the graph.
4.2 Graph-of-entity
The graph-of-entity is a collection-based graph [7], where nodes can represent either terms or
entities and edges can be of three types: term – [before]→term, entity – [related_to]→entity
and term – [contained_in]→entity. While the graph-of-entity was inspired by the graph-of-
word, it only captures term sequence instead of term context, through term→term relations,
that is, the window size is always one. Additionally, we also encode entity→entity relations
in the graph as a way of representing knowledge associated with the document (e.g., obtained
from an information extraction pipeline applied to the text, or simply consisting of Wikipedia
concepts linked in some manner). Finally, term→entity relations are established based on a
substring matching approach, where a link between a term and an entity is created whenever
the term is contained within the entity’s name as a whole word (i.e., partial word matches
are not considered). The goal for the first version of this model was to keep it simple (e.g.,
refraining from using similarity edges), but strongly connected (namely capturing all obvious
relations). The main goal was to capture the properties of text, while modeling knowledge
and establishing relations between text and knowledge.
We rank entities in the graph-of-entity based on the entity weight (EW) for an entity e
and a query q. A set of seed nodes Sq are derived from query q, based on the links between
query term nodes and entity nodes; when there are no entity nodes linked to a query term
node, then the term node becomes its own seed node. This step provides a representation of
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the query in the graph, that will be used as the main input for the ranking function. Next,
we present a formal definition for EW (e, q), based on three main score components: coverage
c(e, Sq), confidence weight w(s) for a seed node s, and the average weighted inverse length of
the path between a seed node s and an entity node e to rank.
Let us assume a graph-of-entity represented by an attributed labeled multigraph Ge,
similar to the one depicted in Figure 2b, and a set of operations over Ge to obtain a ranking
of entity nodes with a doc_id attribute. Let q be a query represented by a sequence of term
nodes qn and let e be an entity node that we want to rank (i.e., it has a doc_id attribute).
Let Sq be the set of seed nodes derived from query q. For each node qn that represents a
term in query q, we obtain the set of seed entity nodes Sqn that are adjacent to term node qn.
Whenever qn has no entity node neighbors, Sqn = {qn}. The set Sq of all seed nodes derived
from query q is then given by Sq =
⋃
qn
Sqn . This means that Sq will contain all entity nodes
adjacent to query term nodes, as well as query term nodes that are not adjacent to any
entity node (i.e., they represent themselves). For example, in Figure 2b, assuming query
q = q1, q2, q3, the seed nodes are given by Sq = {e1, e2, e3, q3}. Let pes be a path between
an entity node e and a seed node s, as defined by a sequence of vertices e, v1, · · · , v(ε−1), s
in the undirected version of Ge. Let Pes be the set of all simple paths pes between e and
s. Assume the function ε(puv) as the length of a given path puv between vertices u and v,
representing the number of traversed edges3.
Equation 2 can be read as the ratio between the number of paths linking entity node e
and seed nodes s and the total number of seed nodes Sq. That is, the coverage represents
the fraction of reachable seed nodes from a given entity.
c(e, Sq) =
|{s ∈ Sq|∃pes ∈ Pes}|
|Sq|
(2)
Let ets be the edge incident to both a term node t and a seed node s. Equation 3 can be
read as the confidence weight of seed node s. It represents the confidence that a seed node is
a good representation of the query term it was derived from.
w(s) =

|{ets ∈ E(Ge)|∀t∃q(t = qn)|}
|{ets ∈ E(Ge)}|
if s is an entity node
1 otherwise
(3)
Finally, Equation 4 shows the ranking function for a given entity e and query q.












The query is only used to obtain the seed nodes Sq that best represent q in the graph. This
is analogous to a step in a query entity linking process. The remaining steps are quite
straightforward. We obtain the average weighted inverse length of the path between each
seed node s and the entity e that we want to rank. Assuming that the seed nodes are good
representations of the query in the graph, the closer an entity is from all seed nodes, the
more relevant it is – closeness is measured by the inverse length of the path. Given there is a
degree of uncertainty associated with the selection of seed nodes, we scale this value based
3 In practice, we also defined a maximum distance threshold to compute the length of a path between
two nodes. That is, no paths above the given threshold were considered. For this particular experiment,
we used a maximum distance of one, which is an extremely conservative value.
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Table 1 Evaluation metrics for the graph-of-word (GoW) and graph-of-entity (GoE) based on
INEX 2009 10T-NL (precisions and recall were [macro] averaged over all topics).
Model P@10 MAP NDCG@10 Prec. Recall
GoW 0.3000 0.2333 0.3265 0.1085 0.9816
GoE 0.1500 0.0399 0.1480 0.1771 0.2233
on the confidence weight of the seed node – an entity close to a high confidence seed node is
more relevant than an entity close to a low confidence seed node, but an entity further apart
from a high confidence seed node might be on par, or even more relevant.
5 Evaluation
During the evaluation stage, we aimed at assessing the retrieval effectiveness of the graph-of-
entity in comparison with a slightly altered implementation of the graph-of-word. Particularly,
the document length |d| and the average document length avdl, used for pivoted document
length normalization [14], were calculated based on the number of term nodes per document,
which appear only once per document – this means that we were only able to account for
unique terms to obtain the document length in the graph-of-word. However, this change is
not particularly critical, given the low sensitivity of the graph-of-word to document length [25,
Section 5.3] (using b = 0.003 is close to using no pivoted document length normalization at
all). That is to say, our implementation of the graph-of-word is only slightly different from
the original and still provides a solid baseline.
We prepared two indexes based on the 7,487 documents from the INEX 2009 10T-NL
collection, one for the graph-of-word and another one for the graph-of-entity. For our
experiment, each index was stored as a graph database. We then retrieved the results for
each topic, labeling each entry using a binary relevance attribute based on whether there
were any identified passages in the judgments file.
Table 1 shows the result of the assessment for this small subset of INEX 2009 Wikipedia
Collection. In particular, we present the precision for the first 10 results (P@10), the mean
average precision for a maximum of 1,000 retrieved results (MAP), the normalized discounted
cumulative gain for the first 10 results, using binary relevance grades (NDCG@10), and the
overall precision and recall. As we can see, the graph-of-word (GoW) obtained the best
overall scores, except for precision. Recall for the graph-of-word was nearly optimal (0.9816)
and significantly above the recall for the graph-of-entity (0.2233). Such a high recall also
translated into a lower precision for the graph-of-word (0.1085), which was the only metric
that was beat by the graph-of-entity (0.1771). This means that we were unable to improve
graph-of-entity (GoE) over the baseline, as expected. Nevertheless, we obtained a better
precision, which is encouraging, given our simplistic first attempt at designing a graph-based
representation for combined data.
Given the small dimension of the dataset and in order to better understand the obtained
MAP scores, in Table 2 we present the average precision for each topic. We also present
the issued query and highlight the highest and lowest scores per model. As we can see,
[ dinosaur ] achieved the highest average precision in graph-of-word, retrieving 703 results
(425 relevant), but only 3 results (all relevant) for the graph-of-entity. The lowest average
precision for the graph-of-word was achieved for [ composer museum ], retrieving 1,674 results,
out of which only 64 were relevant; this was beat by the graph-of-entity, retrieving 179 results,
out of which 30 were relevant. The lowest average precision for the graph-of-entity was
achieved for [ Monuments of India ], retrieving only 2 results, none of which were relevant.
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Table 2 Average precision per topic for the graph-of-word (GoW) and graph-of-entity (GoE)
based on INEX 2009 10T-NL. Highest and lowest average precision per model is shown in bold;
results are ordered by decreasing average precision for GoW.
Topic ID Topic Title (Query) Average PrecisionGoW GoE
2010038 [ dinosaur ] 0.6189 0.0069
2010057 [ Einstein Relativity theory ] 0.2899 0.1364
2010003 [ Monuments of India ] 0.2888 0.0000
2010079 [ famous chess endgames ] 0.2541 0.0448
2010023 [ retirement age ] 0.2513 0.0027
2010040 [ President of the United States ] 0.2408 0.0051
2010096 [ predictive analysis +logistic +regression
model program application ]
0.2185 0.0410
2010049 [ European fruit trees ] 0.0756 0.0119
2010014 [ composer museum ] 0.0624 0.1185
2010032 [ japanese ballerina ] 0.0331 0.0315
MAP 0.2333 0.0399
While the graph-of-entity clearly captures additional information, differing mainly on the
lack of explicit representation of word context, overall it did not present an improvement
over the graph-of-word. Our approach focused on assessing the effectiveness of the model, in
order to iteratively improve it and eventually surpass existing state-of-the-art graph-based
approaches through the integration of text and knowledge and using a collection-based
approach. Despite the disregard for efficiency, at this stage, the complexity of the model
and its inefficient implementation supported on a graph database were critical challenges in
setting up an evaluation workbench with acceptable run times. While we did not index the
full INEX 2009 Wikipedia Collection, with over 2.6 million documents, we were able to index
a smaller test collection, based on a sample of 10 topics and corresponding judged documents
(INEX 2009 10T-NL), in order to obtain some insight. Additionally, during the participation
in the TREC 2017 OpenSearch track [11] we had been able to index the complete SSOAR4
collection and evaluate the models in a real-world scenario, which acts as complementary
information to the performance results we present here.
6 Conclusions
We tackled the problem of entity-oriented search through the proposal of a novel graph-based
model for the representation and retrieval of combined data (text and knowledge). We
proposed a collection-based representation of terms, entities and their relations (term-term,
entity-entity and term-entity), as a way to unify unstructured text and structured knowledge
as a graph. We then proposed a very basic ranking function, supported on the graph-of-entity,
where we mapped the terms of the query into nodes in the graph, preferentially expanding
into neighboring entities, in order to obtain a query representation in the graph (seed nodes).
We treated this as an open step in an entity linking process, that was only closed during
ranking. Ranking was done based on the seed nodes, by treating them as leads. These leads
were followed by trying to exhaust all available paths within a maximum distance, which
resulted in the scoring of entity nodes. For evaluation purposes, not all entity nodes were
4 https://www.gesis.org/ssoar/home/
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ranked, limiting this operation to nodes that directly represented a document in the corpus
(e.g., for Wikipedia, the entity mapped to the corresponding article, while, for SSOAR, a
special entity had been created to represent the document). This enabled us to map the
problem of entity ranking into the domain of documents, thus providing a way to evaluate
using the traditional test collections and strategies that were available to us at the time.
The main goal of this work was to provide a simple baseline model that was graph-based
and represented combined data in a unified manner. We performed evaluation based on
a sample of the INEX 2009 Wikipedia Collection, which complemented the assessments
from TREC 2017 OpenSearch track. In particular, we compared the graph-of-entity (our
model) with the graph-of-word (a baseline text-only model). Overall, our model could not
outperform the baseline, except regarding precision. However, we were able to establish a
graph-based strategy to jointly represent combined data, taking into account terms, entities
and their relations in order to perform ranking. At the same time, we explored the unification
of entity linking and entity ranking as a single task over the graph-of-entity.
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